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902 429 1899
www.janicejackson.ca I janice.jackson.newmusic@gmail.com

“…Soprano Janice Jackson is a brilliant singer and coach with a
deep understanding of drama (and the most organic mastery of
extended vocal techniques I've ever seen). Watching her coach
six very different 10-minute premieres was like a week-long
masterclass in how to communicate with singers and bring out the best performance you can of a vocal
piece on any scale." Kala Pierson, composer
Community Engagement
Improvisation for Singers (3 hours) $300
This is a group lesson for up to 20 singers. The goal is to introduce singers to the rich world
which presents itself when we play with vocal sounds, from imitating industrial sounds and wild
life to creating new sounds from our imagination. This class is about exploration and the
freedom to play with the voice together. The class will culminate in a group improvisation with
solo and small ensemble “spin offs”.
Masterclasses for Singers (2 – 3 hours) $100/hour
Masterclasses in acting for singers, performance practice, and singing technique. All ages, all
stages, all repertoire. My goal is to assist the singer in whatever genre they choose.
Masterclasses for Singers (2 – 3 hours) $100/hour
Specifically tailored to singing repertoire containing extended vocal techniques. The goal is to
learn to work with the singer and assist them in singing contemporary music is the most
engaging and healthy way possible.
Masterclasses for Composers (2 – 3 hours) $100/hour
Writing for the voice, contemporary practices, understanding the challenges for each voice type,
incorporating extended vocal techniques in a “doable” way. “Show and Tell” – viewing
compositions from a singers perspective and giving feedback.
Children’s Workshops (1 hour) $100
A fun workshop for children between the ages of 9 and 11, combining art and singing. The
children are asked to draw a picture and I improvise their drawings. 15 children
Group Classes with Visual Artists (2 hours) $200
A class where visual artists working in any medium, create art while I sing various new music
solos and / or improvisations. This is where singing meets visual art.
* Custom classes specifically for your community and needs including private sessions. I welcome
conversations to custom design programs which will work for your community and budget. *

